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User Manual

1 General Information
Application
The optical cross connection cabinet mainly been applied in the interface equipment of the joint point of the trunk cable
and the distribution cable in the optical network. It provides the connection, distribution and exchange function for the
outdoor optical cable and can connect the optical cable and the optical fiber by using the movable adapter and the patch
cord.
Main features
The OCC adopts the fiber splicing and distribution integration type. It has the following features.
A, The cabinet is a closed cabinet and the cabinet material is SMC. The door is linked with the hinges, the door can be
freely open and closed without damage more than 5000 times. The door lock is anti-theft construction, provided with
excellent damage proof function, the protection level is IP55, suitable for various environments..
B. The fiber splicing tray can be draw out of the cabinet to operate and also able for splicing and storing fiber
cable(Ribbon &Non-Ribbon).
C, The angle between the adapter and positive view of cabinet body is 30°, not only assure the radius of the curvature of
the fiber ≥40mm but also avoid the arc of the fiber burn the eye;
D. The fiber distribution and exchange are all front operation;
Performance
Application Conditions

Other Conditions

Environment Temperature：-40℃~+60℃

Dust/Water Proof：IP55

Storage Temperature：-60℃~+60℃
Relative Humidity：≤95％（+40℃）
Atmospheric Pressure：70KPa~106KPa
Insulation resistance( between frame and protection
grounding) ＞ 1000MΩ（500V/DC）

Shell can stand pressure ≥1000N from front. ≥500N from
side.
The door hinges can stand more than 300N pressure which
is perpendicular to the door.

Impact Resistance：Impose an impact at X、Y、Z three axes
with the speed peak at 300m/s, and lasting 6ms，no damage,
Dielectric strength(between frame and protection no hurt.
grounding) ＞3000V(DC)/ min no spark-over, no flashover.

2, Product Details and Mounting Option
Working Diagram

Structure Layout

Mounting Option.
The cement plinth supports the total weight of the FDC with complete kits/accessories. Below is the dimension drawing of
the FDC plinth design for Ground Mounting of OCC-144:

Plinth Size
Size Outside

Installation

Size Inside

(WxDxH)mm

(W1xD1xH)mm

(W2xD2xH)mm

650X450X300

463X170X300

400X150X300

Suitable for SMC

650X450X300

380X250X300

400X190X300

Suitable for Stainless Steel

Remarks

Besides of Ground Mounting, There are also some other mounting options as below.

Wall Mounting

Pole Mounting

3, Operation Guide
Workers can get fiber cable into cabinet from Entry ports at the bottom side

Entry Ports
The cable should be stripped more than 100mm before fixing.
The material of the base plate is flame-resistant rubber bushing, suitable for various types of cables. The diameter of the
rubber sealing port should be 2mm bigger than the feeder cable to make sure the protection is good.
After fixing, workers should keep at least 800mm~1000mm (Suggestion is 1.5 meter) fiber cable for next step operation.
This abundant cable should also be protected by the transparent tube(Accessories).
Cable can be fixed on the board by the hose clamp(Accessories).
The central strength member should also be fixed on the board..

Make sure the earth wire is connected with the cable fixing plate and then get it connected with the earth wire.

Earthing Wire in Fixing Board should not be connected with any components inside of Cabinet.

.
Before fiber splicing, Remember to prepare protection sleeves in advance. After splicing, get the fiber coiled in the fiber
splicing and distribution integration module. (Each tray can hold 12F/24F)

Upper Shelf
(Splicing Zone)

Down Shelf
(Distribution Zone)
After the pigtail been spliced, Leading the cable to the splicing and distribution integration tray and assign them into the
corresponding adapter.
The connection and the exchange of the optical fiber line are achieved by the cross connection, which is in front operation of
the cabinet by the patch cord and the pigtail.
The appropriate length of the patch cord and the pigtail is about 1m to 1.5m.

Patch cords should be circled for Easy Maintenance.
When the trunk cable and the distribution cable do not need exchange, they can be
directly spliced and been protected by putting into the fiber splicing Tray.

3, Packing and Delivery
Packing
Carton Packing (Domestic marketing Only)

Wooden Packing (Overseas and Domestic marketing)

Delivering
Logistics department should pay attention to crash, falling during Transportation, 。

4，Accessories
Numb
er

Item

Unit

Quantity

1
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Piece

1

2

Screws

Sets

4

3

Hose Clamps

Piece

10

4

Cable Tie

Piece

30

Remarks

5

Protection Sleeve

Piece

150

6

Insulation Tube

Coil

1

7

Transportation Tube

Meter

10

8

Spiral Tube

Meter

5

9

Velcro Strap

Piece

10

10

Protection Material

Unit

1

11

Sealing tape

Coil

1

P.S： Deviations may happen without notification.

